
2. Summary of unit:
In this unit, pupils will read and explore ‘Frankenstein’, linking their understanding of 
plot to character and themes. They will develop essay writing skills and will reflect on 
the novel’s contemporary relevance. 

5. Mary Shelley’s life and historical and literary context

4. Question structure:

“Using this extract as a starting point, explore how Shelley presents the 
theme of/ the character of…”/ how far does Shelley present ‘x’ as ‘y’.

Year 10 GCSE English literature: paper 1                                           19th century text: ‘Frankenstein’ January 2021
1. Explanation of prior learning/ links:
Identity- external and internal influences, which affect our sense of identity e.g. family, work, natural environment, community
pressures. This unit extends that reflection.

Key AOs for the assessment: AO1, 2, 3

AO1- Articulate a 
personal response to 

a literary text.

AO2: Analyse ways in 
which meanings are 

shaped

AO3: Demonstrate 
understanding of how contexts 

shape texts.

Tick the box 
when you can 
retrieve the 
information 
in the box 
from 
memory.



7. Term Definition

The Gothic A family of texts/ stories with overlapping characteristics and motifs such as: strange places; clashing time periods; the 
uncanny; power and constraint; terror vs horror; a world of doubt. Mid-18th century to present day.

Romanticism movement 1790s-1850s, associated in English literature with poetry. Characteristics: interest in the common man and 
childhood; strong senses, emotions and feelings; awe of nature; celebration of the individual; importance of imagination.

Motif a repeated idea, which takes on a symbolic meaning and which helps to illuminate dominant ideas and themes: passive 
women, windows, moons, light and fire, doppelganger, journeys.

Doppelganger a ‘lookalike’ in literature e.g VF and the creature. In lit., a doppelganger often takes the form of an evil twin/ wicked side 
of someone with a split personality. Similarities grow between the creature and the monster. Also, VF and Walton.  Cf. 
foil- an opposite (HC and VF).

Frame narrative a story within a story- We hear Victor Frankenstein’s story through Walton’s letters; we hear the Monster’s story 
through Victor Frankenstein’s story through Walton’s letters. Effect is destabilising and means the reader cannot accept 
one version of events.

The uncanny the unfamiliar familiar- ‘the mark of the return of the repressed’

Id, ego, superego in Freudian psychology: Id- desire/ instincts; ego- reality; superego (conscience)- morality (sense of right and wrong). 
Normally, ego mediates between superego and id, which means you can function healthily in society.

Pathetic fallacy when the external, natural world reflects the character’s moods and emotions.

Intertextuality conscious references/ quotations from other novels/ poems/ plays within the novel e.g ‘Paradise Lost’, The Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner’ and the Bible.

The sublime Feeling of awe and grandeur but also intimation and fear when contemplating a natural scene.

Ubiquitous Prevalent, widespread

Transgression An act that goes against a law, rule, or code of conduct; an offence.

Introduction: give 
your main argument 
(thesis) in response 

to the question.

Body paragraphs: 2 
about extract and 

2 about rest of 
novel.

Conclusion: 
summarise your 

main argument and 
how you have 

proven it.. Zoom 
out- what is 

relevant/ universal 
about the question 
being asked about 
the text/ the text 

itself?

Body paragraphs:

What
What happens that 
is linked to the q. in 
the extract?
What is the writer 
trying to convey?

How ?
Where is the 
evidence?
How does the writer 
use language, 
structure and form 
to convey these 
ideas?
How could this be 
interpreted in 
different ways?
How do we feel as a 
result?
Why?
Why has the writer 
chosen to present 
the character in this 
way?
Why do they want to 
share this message?
What is the writer’s 
purpose/ intention?

8. Essay writing 
methodology
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If you know this, you will 
make progress; you will be 
successful.


